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Art is the creation of stillness in the chaos of life.
~ Saul Bellow
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spring

spring gift

All night we dig in the hills: dust
rising into tinsel, your last
moonlit gift
from that not yet golden dawn.
Bear me one dream: this year will bring nothing
but your sun, your hill’s lost seeds, the spring
you left, my feet uprooted
west, then east, wandering
your fields, gathering,
the moon off your light
touch I dare not cross. But you
bring nothing but gold
dust, shimmers of mountain air I beg you
just leave us this: the second peak, the left one
where all our deft words lie,
still,
words we dig for.
Is this your gift?
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summer shift

We are the song of sure tongues
the pure blood you once flowed.
Muscle under nipple, our chests joined
in mouthed ascent. Love,
we say, give us love. We have so much
seed on the ground, our scattering roots all
synapse and sinew. Join us,
rise again, pray the sun holds out
its burgeoning heart. Why are you weeping?
We are space shot, parabolic, metabolic, meteoric
or just the earth taking gravity out for a spin—why all this falling
matter? You still yourself to the noon moon, sifting
this canyon of dreams ever missed. Was that our crest
fallen solstice, our seed flashed star
taunting death in mid-flight? Take my hand
through these falling leaves, this shifting
ground, your shivering voice. Squeeze.
This is how we live.
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tree fall

The steps you once made, I once loved:
renaissance arch, two-tiered cupola, your neck’s delft
perfection. My heart is full of acts
I cannot speak the name of. Confession,
fretwork, your drawer of broken watches. I study those hands,
dream silversmith guilds, clay-layered fossil: is this what love is?
We prayed for the sea, you gave us
the water’s weight, here
behind half-shut doors I watch half-sunk
ships sail goods up streets alive with
one scale, two swords, crossed: is that you cradling wisdom in your lap?
Death is no accident, you said: time, water, the walls,
trees I have missed:
this is where we’ll meet.
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stone winter

Now it is just you and me: blood on a midnight table.
My cup, your hands. I can’t escape your
even listening: yes, the morning cries, but then what?
I ask you: are there hills ahead
or just more strummed lines of guitar,
psalms of night wilderness, flashing past?
This is winter: stone, pockets, my breath on your hands.
You can’t take it with you, you said. Time is just
silence, flashing past. I wake old and emptied
of the stones you took, with you, the weight
is what I want: your damn near
impossible memory.
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summer

spring ease

Close your eyes and breathe, light
breezy racket in your lungs, the half light
moon that never sleeps. A good night’s
string of pearl notes: the soon light
snowy branch. Fingers on black
sky, your mother’s voice, light
and long: play it while we can. That crack
in the air? It’s just light, there,
there I say, it’s all over now. Courage:
shall we face the noon light
or take the shade of our own trunk? There,
there you say. Look, Dad, by the light
of the moon. The moon, the moon.
Let’s dance by the light of the moon.
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summer bones

Evens and odds: chance laughter in the street.
I watch you growing, hopscotch and bone, such hope
my mouth circles the song you can’t stop: oh
the sudden, breakable you. Who said we were all
odds and ends? This is where it starts. Four,
always this damned four: season, limb, wall.
I remember, even at five
that first tear in my misaligned
cartilage. Let’s circle, you say. I can deal
with wagons, the past, rising, tensely: chance it
even with your laughter
the oh I dare not fathom.
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fall back

This voice on mother’s day: contra, punctual, alto—
the dusk descent of adolescent tongue: mo-om.
Sooner or later, the words dawn
back on you. All our you-and-me’s cleaved
while our mothers sleep, oblivious to the imminent
catastrophe of pancakes. Our raw young batter
before the lump: I watch you holding on to this
mess of laughter. Your eyes in the pool of dawns
we dare not break, the wave,
and there you’re gone again—all of you—
up at that white lake, finally the cool stream on your arms
we swim through
the words we want back.
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winter wave

Watershed, muscle: out and back.
At last I know your rhythm, your soothing lull.
Contra, alto, our child’s scream: I cannot tell ecstasy
from heartbreak.
Is this the step we took, your promised oasis?
We live in a house whose young
mother died. Yet another
wave of delusion: I have never been so happy.
Marigold and dandelion, altar wood, or wine,
I will outlast them all. Even this cleaved land
my heart ascends with
my last gift to you:
I promise
I will go last.
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fall

sprung rhythm

We enter the bright room—five—we count
your digits, five through four
hour nights, whisper sweet songs
through caverns of dread: surely it is not just
deprivation that feeds your cry?
Kings, empires, ruins: none can match
your mouth’s toothless opera. Our eyes close
against that sinking rhythm: the moon and earth in five-four,
wax, poet, wane. Our grand finale
of shake, rattle and roll:
all your moves an orbit of deft math.
This is cribbage, pure and simple: our dreams of three
unspooled: the cap, the cradle, the underdog.
She’s a fighter, we pray, her hands a smash hit of slow time we count
our eyes turned to the bright moon,
us too,
we whisper. Yes, make us
one.
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summer drift

Build us up, break us down.
We hear your night’s work, this rumbling rainbow
shift: blue to violet, continental to oceanic
all your best plates made
the earth eat itself for show. Such vanity, such volcanic
seduction: stars erupt on a borealis sky.
You call this mountain building?
We know your work: up with the new, down with the old.
We dream of hills and sweet corn. You
split the earth beneath a waifer of sea,
your rift of wounds that never heal.
Go ahead and stop. We are not afraid.
You stop, we die. You work, we die.
All this blueshifted light and stone: nothing.
Bury our bones—we dream them back.
Our sons and daughters? They need nothing
but this brief green hill
the night sky you cannot stop
our loves’ quiet sleep.
They dream us too.
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down fall

What is left of me: stubble, pain, and this staged
indifference. The game is up, you said. Up.
Humiliation, humility, all this
and the hills. Show me where to dig, where began my swift
descent. What I dared dream? What I am:
pyrhite imposter.
I want your heart, your hand. I never learned
who created who here. Why give me such
rage? Such love and four girls
suffering, I dig up
your nature, your half-healed carcass, your glorious shit, all this
you left to me.
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winter harvest

For this, it is not just you and me, our last love:
knees, bowels, this knuckled old
carbuncle? Growth and decay, yes, but who said anything about
weepage. We once believed you, all tongue and ripening sun, until
offspring of tearable bone. For what we leave them, this racket
of cartilage, carnage of rickets,
river of fear, anything but sun deprivation,
root canal, this field of budding wheat before
you burned our eyes out, kissed us as heroes of harvest
gold? We don’t want your earthy riches,
your torn glaucoman nights. What we want for them:
straight legs and clear eyes, all
we can muster: yoke in a field, our hands
all corn husk and egg shell, succor
for what their knees bowed, mother
of dirt, father
what our mouths first cried: we’ll drown your serenades
of burnt sienna bone, your tongue-rolled rupture
what wounds the sky recedes to,
leave them
this terrible night, take us
by the roots.
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winter

spring tide

Your young volcanic mouth: river, milk, honey.
This heat wave, consumed and consuming
your first knot: a heart unraveling, bravely
into the ocean. You spawn stones of geodetic lust, bright and brief,
your great adventures: swing, teeter, slide.
They said it was no small hole
in your heart stopped mightily that day
the dim voice entered.
Spitback of ash.
The high bar you fell from, back up again:
you are the love wave, breaking
through seaweed and bivalves, the golden seismic
tremors we devour.
Sleep, my love, sleep.
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summer rapture

I’m in it for the words, I said,
jangling them round my wrist
wandering the burnt earth in search of
cataclysmic endorsements
what the horse meant clicking its well-heeled
word of mouth, disease, the hacksmithed ground breaking
laws of gravitas and magnetic personality.
Know thyself, show thyself, sell thyself
beneath that melting ice cap, fast fading jaunty chapeau
of breath taking horse shit ever expanding heat wave of rapturous
rupture: feel that? That
hot self within, basaltic rising
my true obsidian nature. Shiny, bloody, glass. This is my mouth breaks
on horse bone, this lined field of grief my skull opens
ocean floored: where the dead hold their own, unmoved
by word façade or horse shit: the poet wakes
in the poet’s wake.
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fall cache

Money, money, money
makes the eyes go cross: another equinox,
another haircut. My flip-flops sound the rhythm of failure.
Success: give me one bright solstice
to hang my honeyed, hungover head. Courage:
I look to my younger self, the stones I once loved. Once lost,
my heart mouths the words I should have said:
nothing. I lie on this arch over water, beneath my sentence of cold moon, listening
for your rainbowed voice. Always this damned nothing.
A bell and two footfalls some sleepless soul above me muttering
you and me were meant for each other’s
nomadic hearts. Where are your footsteps now?
I cannot take it, or leave it: I am not nomadic. I am no
follower of northern suns.
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winter hill

All night we kneel in the hills: broken
fir stump, deer run, crystal creek—all that she lost
we still believe, your thumbs, her dream of you: hooked
western hero in buckskin hat. That was it: her mountain smile,
healed. Give me your make believe: I promise
I’ll sing her whole, I’ll beg and steal, all that you ask:
sugar rain, bright nights, and stories that ring
her field’s lone river where we forged
belief: I knew you could, I knew you would,
I promise, all I want for you:
tough guts, good lymph, and bones
to break your annealed heart.
Let us break, then, you and I, knee to knee,
and launch her dreams against the hill.
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about the paintings

about the poems

I like to produce work that contains a symbol of man in a greater,
natural environment. The symbols I choose are often archetypal, like
houses or boats. An archetype is defined in the Oxford dictionary as
a primordial mental image inherited by all. Professor of mythology
Joseph Campbell explains our archetypal imagery as coming from a
time long before ours, the conditions of that time responsible for the
shape of our minds and bodies. With the use of archetypes, Campbell
argues that society is searching not for the meaning of life, but rather
the experience of being alive. Campbell argues that our society looks
to art and religion, principally, to study the subconscious.

The sixteen ghazals in this chapbook are excerpted from a work-inprogress of fifty-two ghazals, a fifteen-year project entitled unearthed.
The project is divided into four sections — spring, summer, winter, fall
— and uses seasonal imagery to reflect the passing of the years, as well
as the (pseudo-Jungian) phases of life. The ghazals are numbered 1 to 52,
each with a two-word title, one of the words being a season. However,
each section contains ghazals from all seasons, as we all experience
“winter,” for example, in the spring or summer or fall of our lives.

Man against nature is one of the great themes of art through the ages.
Turner in his Romantic paintings of boats, tried to depict the ethereal
quality of existence. Van Gogh is the most famous example of a
landscape painter who was really depicting his own spiritual turmoil
when he painted cornfields or sunflowers. Arthur Dove was among
the great tradition of American landscape painters who abstracted
their vision to reflect the vast untameable spirit of this continent.
More recently in Canada Paterson Ewan and Wanda Koop brutally
depict the harsh reality of the Canadian experience, using among
other subjects weather patterns, and seascapes, to reflect the inner
turmoil of emotional life.

– Celia Meade

Like many western adaptors of the form, such as John Thompson,
Phyllis Webb, and Adrienne Rich, my ghazals play fast and loose with
the traditional form. They feature multiple couplets (but not always
the traditional five couplets, and without a set rhyming-repetition
pattern) with the couplets linked to each other—often with a turn of
enjambment—rather than the tradition of each couplet standing on its
own. And while my ghazals deal with traditional themes and content,
they do so with a twist—the dualistic, unrequited love poems, for
example, play with “you” as human as well as god-like, with a kind
of “fourth person” point of view. Many also play with a Duende
love-death theme, with the unrequited love being elegiac in tone.
My ghazals commonly use imagery from the natural sciences,
perhaps from my geological engineering background, but also
from my admiration of such poets as Don McKay and Louise Gluck.
Specific imagery dominates each season, and I initially created an
imagistic framework for the seasons and themes, to play the images
like a fugue, or float them like a collage, but have now let that go.
My hope is that the elusive, accretionary rhythm of these ghazals
reflects the experience of living.

– Karl Meade
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